
We categorized ICU patients suspected of sepsis using quick Sequential Organ 
Failure Assessment (qSOFA), expert panel diagnosis, and a molecular assay 
(SeptiCyte® RAPID) to demonstrate clinical utility of measuring host response to 
identify patients with sepsis. The Sepsis-3 definition can be operationalized by 
clinicians by assessing a qSOFA ≥2 [1]. However, clinicians first need to identify 

patients with an infection, which can be challenging because of heterogenous 
clinical signs [2]. The qSOFA score is an in-hospital mortality indicator whereby 
patients with a score below 2 are not at a high risk for in-hospital mortality and 
those with a score ≥2 have a 3 to 14-fold increase of in-hospital mortality [3]. 

INTRODUCTION

The study used data from retrospective and prospective clinical trials comprised 
of critically ill adult patients with systemic inflammatory response syndrome 
(SIRS) and admitted to the ICU with a suspicion of sepsis (MARS-NCT01905033, 
VENUS-NCT02127502, NEPTUNE-NCT05469048, registered at clinicaltrials.gov) 
(total n=419) [4]. A full qSOFA could be calculated for 173 patients, which were 
then stratified based on qSOFA into <2 or ≥2 groups. 

Expert panel diagnosis was performed by three clinicians retrospectively 
& independently which classified patients into sepsis positive, or not (sepsis 

negative), or indeterminate. Any indeterminate cases were then adjudicated 
using a second round of expert panel diagnosis as sepsis positive, or not (sepsis 
negative). SeptiCyte® RAPID measured mRNA expression of two genes which 
resulted in a SeptiScore® (1-15) based on sepsis likelihood. 

The partial SOFA score was calculated for analysis as demonstrated previously 
by Singer et al. [1] When calculating the partial SOFA score, 372 / 419 total patients 
have information on at least 3 SOFA components to contribute to the partial SOFA 
score-based distinction of ≥2 or <2. 

METHODS

Of 173 ICU patients suspected of sepsis, 71 (41%) were retrospectively diagnosed 
by an expert panel as sepsis positive and 102 (59%) were diagnosed as sepsis 
negative. Sepsis positive patients consisted of 55 (77%) with qSOFA ≥2, & 16 (23%) 
with qSOFA <2 (Fig. 1). Sepsis positive patients could be differentiated from sepsis 
negative using SeptiCyte® RAPID irrespective of qSOFA ≥2 (AUC 0.82) or qSOFA <2 
(AUC 0.81).  Other rapid measures of sepsis, including PCT, lactate, white cell count 
(min), respiratory rate (min) and temperature did not perform statistically as well 
as SeptiCyte® RAPID for differentiating sepsis positive cases from sepsis negative 
patients (Figure 2).

Retrospective measures determining poor outcome (mortality) due to sepsis, such 
as the use of vasopressors, ICU length of stay, mechanical ventilation were found 
to be statistically significantly different in cases with qSOFA ≥2 vs. those without. 
SeptiCyte® RAPID (p = 1.99e-13) is as statistically significantly different as qSOFA  
(p = < 2.2e-16),  at separating higher mortality cases (qSOFA ≥2) from lower mortality 
(qSOFA <2) cases in this study. (Data not shown)

The combinatorial performance of SeptiCyte® RAPID was evaluated with qSOFA 
and SOFA in binomial regression models to separate sepsis from SIRS (Fig. 2). The 
data contained some missing values which were imputed using a multivariable 
imputation algorithm, Amelia [5] which uses a multiple imputation method to 
generate 5 imputed datasets. To assess the complete solution space using 18 
relevant clinical variables for sepsis diagnosis a complete permutation analysis of 
SeptiScore®, SOFA, qSOFA, lactate, log2(PCT), glucose (min, max), temperature (min, 
max), respiratory rate (min, max), WBC (min, max), heart rate (min, max), systolic 
blood pressure (min, max), and age was utilized resulting in 262,143 independent 
binomial regression models. The models were trained using the comparator sepsis 
(n=71) vs. SIRS (n=102) and their ROC-AUC were calculated to assess the strength of 
the association between the comparator and the modeled clinical variables. 

Any binomial regression model containing SeptiScore® with clinical parameters 
(red) performs better than the singleton biomarker models (black) or SOFA + qSOFA 
combined at distinguishing sepsis positive vs. sepsis negative (SIRS). The mean AUC 
of the model combining SeptiScore® + SOFA + qSOFA was 0.84, that of SeptiScore® 

+ SOFA score was 0.823 as was that of SeptiScore® alone at 0.816.

RESULTS
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1. In this study, a large percentage of patients initially suspected of sepsis were   
  retrospectively determined to not have sepsis. 

2. SeptiCyte® RAPID used alone outperformed other rapid and easily measured   
  markers of sepsis.

3. SeptiCyte® RAPID should be used early in the diagnostic pathway for patients  
  suspected of sepsis to determine likelihood of sepsis.  qSOFA, should be   
  used to determine likelihood of poor outcome once a sepsis likelihood has   
  been determined (Fig3). 

4. Rapid and early identification of patients with sepsis using SeptiCyte® RAPID   
  can lead to better management of patients suspected of sepsis.
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Figure 1. SeptiCyte® RAPID performance in patients suspected of sepsis, stratified by qSOFA
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The plot includes 173/419 that have a complete qSOFA score 
calculated from all 3 parameters.

Figure 1 - SeptiCyte® RAPID Performance in Patients 
Suspected of Sepsis, Stratified by qSOFA
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Figure 3 
Using SeptiCyte® RAPID in the Sepsis-3 Framework

Models containing SeptiScore® + ≥ 10 clinical parameters

Figure 2 - SeptiCyte® RAPID in Combination with SOFA, qSOFA


